
AP Prompt:  Lincoln Timed-Write 

Notes
• Range – A-D (AP score 2.5-8) – AP Rubric descriptors will be on SMARTboard during reflection.   

Your paper will provide your AP Score (out of 9) with points received (out of 75).  E.g. 5/60, 
6/63.75.

• Use present tense/literary present in analysis (go through your Am. Dream essay!).
• NO SUMMARY!!!  Instead, rhetorical strategy speaker/author employed to communicate 

his/her claim, support with textual evidence, provide CLEAR analysis – clarity is key!  11-13 
developed sentences!

• Use your power verbs!  (no shows, uses, tells, states, says, helps, etc.).  Review your list!  Style 
and diction are crucial in the development of your ideas!  

• Prompt for this timed-write:  Write an essay in which you analyze the rhetorical strategies 
President Lincoln used to achieve his purpose.

• What should you do???????
• Thesis:  identify specific rhetorical strategies Lincoln employs to achieve his purpose (& of 

course, state his purpose).



Remember…what is wrong with this thesis?
In Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address he uses rhetorical strategies to achieve his purpose.

What about this one?

President Lincoln utilizes multiple rhetorical strategies in his Second Inaugural Address, 
including dehortatio, anaphora, and expert manipulation of pathos, in order to achieve his 
purpose of invigorating the people to work for a brighter future.  Thanks, Mariah W.!

• Follow expectations provided:  thesis on own, 2-3 body paragraphs (EACH 11-13 
SENTENCES), conclusion, cite internally.  

• Student sample!



President Lincoln employs rhetorical strategies of parallel structure to get across his promising 
vision of the future.  Anaphora and syntactical parallels are frequent in President Lincoln’s 
Address, hoping to emphasize his points as he speaks of a hopeful future.  Contrast sharply 
divides the Northern and Southern states, in both social and economic aspects, a point that 
Lincoln emphasizes in his sentence structure.  He often divides the two sides over a topic saying 
that “one of them would make war…and the other would accept war” (Lincoln).  The use of 
similar words and comparable order, emphasizes the contrasting beliefs of the North and South.  
The functions are further syntactically compared when Lincoln describes them thus by:  
“Neither…expected…Neither anticipated”  (Lincoln).  Beginning these sentences in a similar, 
anaphoric manner stresses the fact that the North and South are separate, but similar in their 
overall method and goals.  The passage continues with a slight shift in comparison, saying that 
“Each looked…[but] Both read” (Lincoln) - a clear method of suggesting common ground 
between the Northern and Southern people.  The final portion of the segment makes the last 
effort to ideologically unify the entire US saying that “Both read the same Bible and pray to the 
same God” (Lincoln).  Such a statement effectively dissolves the mindset of two opposing sides 
on the issue; although each side believes themselves to be in the right, through structural 
parallels and usage of words like “both” and “same” he is able to emphasize both the similarities 
and differences between the North and the South.



In addressing his purpose, President Lincoln progresses from the previously 
described separation of the Union to the necessity for union by way of his rhetorical 
strategies.  The concluding paragraph of the Address is full of repetition, which, along side 
the ideas it suggests, emphasizes the points further.  Lincoln invokes a Rule of three 
repetition by saying “With malice towards none, with charity for all, with firmness in the 
right” (Lincoln).  Harnessing an emphatic structure, alongside powerful human traits like 
malice, charity, and firmness gives Lincoln a memorable method to get across his points.  
Yet, more repetition is utilized in starting the next several statements with infinitives:  “let 
us strive on to finish the work…to bind up the wounds…to care for him…to do all which may 
achieve…” (Lincoln).  It is here that Lincoln is incredibly clear in both his rhetorical structure 
as well as his purpose.  By repeating and structuring his goals of reparation and renewal in 
parallel formation, Lincoln more notably expresses his purpose.  

Abraham Lincoln’s parallel sentence structures emphasize two aspects:  the ideals of 
Northern and Southern states comparability, as well as earnest hope of a peaceful, unified 
nation.  

Thanks, Nick!



A’s & B+’s/88% (score:  6.5-9) ~ Nick, Ben, Ethan, Tara, Tanner, Liam, 
Brandon, Caden, Mariah W., Nicole, Ann, Jon, & Kendra B.

No comments on your papers (in Mrs. Bondi’s notebook).  Re-read timed-write, 
see AP descriptors (posted), remember overall notes (slide show is posted), and 

write a reflection (plus/delta).  See Mrs. Bondi for help/comments. 
Also, see peers’ papers for sample A’s/B+’s (you will have time today in class).  

Viewing model papers is effective in growing as a writer!

When finished with reflection, receive a STAMP and file timed-write in your folder, 
or keep with other writing – A’s, please return to Mrs. Bondi (remember, all writing 

will be turned in again in a portfolio at end of semester…keep it safe!).  

I encourage you to come in during my office hours 
or ask for an Aca Prep pass to discuss your essay.


